
Rubbery Clot Development In C19 Unvaccinated…
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Image: Rubbery Clot of C19 Unvaccinated individual I have been warning about the hydrogel rubbery clots
affecting the C19 unvaccinated and shown images of how the blood develops a hydrogel layer within 4 hours of
being drawn and allowing it to sit. I have also been warning that the spike protein story is simply not enough to
explain what is happening with humanities blood. Despite the extensive documentation, most mainstream
doctors and media dangerously continue to ignore my findings and refuse to speak about the self assembly
nanotechnology that is in every human being now. The blood contamination is greatly accelerating in the amount
of nanotechnology seen due to C19 bioweapon shedding, geoengineering and food contamination, to name a few
sources. Colleagues in multiple continents around the world have confirmed an alarming uptick of synthetic
biology and nanotechnology findings in the blood.
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NolaD Oct 19 · edited Oct 19

Have followed this for many years.

I am suspecting this blood contamination is linked to the proliferation of 5G which is being rushed out

everywhere, especially during Covid lockdowns.

It would explain why everyone, vaxxed or un-vaxxed, are showing the same results. It would also explain

why animals are also affected! The whole planet has been affected and there are those who are calling for

5G, satellites and the wholesale 'electrification' of the planet to be stopped IMMEDIATELY until the

cause/solution can be discovered. Our body runs on 'electricity' ... messing with this is causing problems.

Did you know that people with a pacemaker cannot be around EVs and are affected by EMFs?

Make no mistake.... this is actually DEADLY!
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

Oddly Putin turned off all 5G in Russia. This was a few months ago.
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Oct 20

Thanks Leslie - I hate to ask, but where did you see this? Apparently it could be misinfo.

Remember - Putin still did go through with the sputnik "vaccine" program for his own people.

He justs wants his own version of the NWO in my opinion.
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Kathy M. Oct 20

A while back Putin indicated that he knows about the global predators and he knows he is

standing for freedom against them. The NWO does not engage in two-way communication

or understanding to achieve their goals. They are happy with wars and force and Putin isn't.

It is true that all of the puzzle pieces about Putin don't fit together but there seems to be

something good there!
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Clique777 Nov 13

He's one of them! You think he isn't controlled by the same Jewish Oligarchs who

control everything globally?
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Chunky Monkey Nov 9

Most likely misinformation. Check out Corbet report and his recent meet the Russians

article.
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Kathy M. Nov 9

Okay. Let's see!
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Chunky Monkey Nov 9

https://www.corbettreport.com/category/articles/newsletter/
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Oct 20

Thanks for your insight Kathy! Do you have lots of 5G infrastructure close to where

you live?
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Kathy M. Oct 20

5G close by? I live in the country and the highest point is a land elevation of

about 300 feet that is 3 miles from my house that has 4 cell towers (the one in

the middle being the tallest and is probably a 5G master-mast.) I think some

"curly ques" that they put up on the telephone poles throughout town are also

5G connected. I can "feel it" (a sort of blank feeling) when near the towers. . . but

my house seems basically safe.
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Tex Oct 20

Very difficult to scan for 5G as even the best EMF meters, (and I own most

of them) were designed to detatect wifi and mobile phone signals in the

<8GHz spectrum. This new 5G crap is being broadcast in the range

between 24.25 and 71 GHz. Previously a Rohde & Schwartz spectrum

analyser was about your only hope of detecting these frequencies. Newer

meters do cover this spectrum but are very costly for a private individual

(unless you’re rich) to own.

As I understand it 5G is very poor at penetrating solid objects and covering

longer distances, hence the need for repeaters on every lamppost. I think it

should be relatively easy to shield against, (let your trees and shrubs grow

outside, metal blinds in the windows etc).

The danger is that people will BRING it into their homes when they

purchase new smartphones and other ‘smart’ electronic goods.

Most likely exposure will occur when visiting towns, shopping centres,

public transport and the like. That’s unavoidable unless one wishes to

become a hermit. What fun times lie ahead!
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Tiptriptrap Writes Tiptriptrap’s Newsletter Oct 20

I believe the lower hertz can affect the body instantly whereas the

higher take time to cause illness. Once this antenna system is

complete they will be able to broadcast all frequencies and reach you.

Never thought I would welcome an EMP!
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo…

Oct 20

Great points Tiptriptrap - especially 60hz that's in our electrical

wiring, as it's closer to our bodies' natural schumann resonant

frequency:

https://romanshapoval.substack.com/p/acelectricfields
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Clique777 Nov 13

Safe Living Technology's new 5G meter detects between 21 Ghz and I

think 50 Ghz. I've had little use for it so far because rurally where I live

I've yet to detect any 5G, combined with the fact that all EMFs now can

be focused in a beam rather than as simple a wave, making detection

more difficult
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Clique777 Nov 13

With the nanotech in my body I feel the EMF all the time in burning and

tingling sensations.
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Kathy M. Nov 14

It's hard to click "like" when what you say is so horrendous. Anything I

can say will sound lame because I'm sure you are taking action and

your priorities will be your own. You may already know that the

ketogenic diet along with intermittent fasting dumps unwanted junk

from the body. EMF shielding is a partial option and

https://lessemf.com/ is a resource. I wish you relief.
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I don’t really remember where I read it anymore. It was shortly before the

EMS test. It could easily be misinfo as just about everything is these days.
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NolaD Oct 20

Interesting that you described a 'sort of blank feeling' when near the 5G

towers. I was travelling past several towers in a Melbourne suburb and at

first felt massive internal vibration, then felt as though my memory had been

totally wiped out. (Considered calling an ambulance, but they wouldn't have

a clue.) Fortunately we travelled further on for an EES treatment and the

feelings resolved after about 15 minutes into the treatment. Freaked me out!

Doctors were silent when asked about possible causes.
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Diana Rodriguez Oct 20

Hi

Could you please tell me what is EES treatment?
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Kathy M. Nov 1

It has to do with scalar energy (which I don't really understand).

Your best bet is to start here:

https://emergeyogawellness.com/eesystem/

Those people are are in front of the scalar energy screens.
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Kathy M. Oct 20

"Massive internal vibration." At least you made the connection and

found a rather quick solution! My friend swears by the EESystem. It is

amazing that doctors can't look at the human nervous system in all its

delicacy and not see immediately that these "invisible rays" are not

good for it.
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NolaD Nov 9

I had massive positive effects from EESystem treatments. But I'm

also accustomed to using Rife every day which might explain why

I have such a quick response compared to some others. Seems

doctors only trained by Big Pharma to be sales reps for drugs.

Very few step outside what they are taught as penalties can apply

and they can lose their licence. There are other scalar systems

but I like EES for the simplicity and comfort - we had beautifully

padded recliner armchairs!!! It felt like having a 2 week restful

holiday - all in the space of 2 hours!
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Kathy M. Nov 9

That says a lot for EES. And Rife too, for that matter.

Interesting that you stepped into both.
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Tiptriptrap Writes Tiptriptrap’s Newsletter Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

To power 5G worldwide is very very costly. Yes, here in Central, Florida lots

of curly cues as you say also individual polls and small cones going on top

of just about every telephone pole as smaller cell emitters. Smaller 5G

emitters need to be within 500 ft of each other , but only until all of our

bodies are turned into antennas from the Nanotech. Then there will not be

any outside power needed for 5G. As our bodies will power it. “Green new

Deal”
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Oct 20

Ah - thanks Kathy for the info. Good point on the curly-cues...happy you feel

like you're okay.
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Ludmila Lavrova Writes Ludmila’s Substack Oct 19 · edited Oct 19

You are wrong. Pilot projects for the introduction of 5G are being implemented in Moscow, St.

Petersburg, Sochi, Nizhny Novgorod and other cities.
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Ok. I read that he turned off all 5G in Russia. If you have other information then you are free

to post it. I live in the United States so I have no way to prove it.
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Ludmila Lavrova Writes Ludmila’s Substack Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

We are already accustomed to the fact that the Russian government constantly lies.

This article https://www.kp.ru/expert/elektronika/5g-internet/ names some places in

Moscow and other cities with 5G towers. And here there is information about 5G:

https://www.nperf.com/ru/map/RU/524901.Moscow/-/signal/?

ll=55.754167897761&lg=37.624740600585945&zoom=12
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Nod Oct 20

No, I am not accustomed to Russia always lies. Most lies I hear come from the

west, wherein I live. But saying that, every government lies to preserve the status

quo. . While many people have prejudice towards Russia pursuant western

government lies. I have prejudice towards Russia because they jail healing and

non addictive weed users, while the whole country is addicted to TOXIC booze.

In Toronto, there is a 5G tower evey 200 meters FFS.
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Ludmila Lavrova Writes Ludmila’s Substack Oct 20

The tragedy is that the powerful officials of the West and Russia have been

recruited by the Davos misanthropes.
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Thank you!
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Oct 20

Thank you Ludmila - I heard that zero5g, a site that is sometimes a provacateur, ran this

story as misinfo. Do you live in Russia, or near there?
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richard Nov 1

I'm an electrical engineer. I'm calling BS on this.

Trust me, if microwave energy for data transmission was dangerous, I would have been dead in

the lab years ago.
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Clique777 Nov 13

Didn't Israel prevent 5G from being installed?
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Or he knows how dangerous it is & cares about his people?
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Kathy M. Oct 20

I believe that Putin cares about his people. He my look like he is buddying-up to Xi

Jimping but I think he knows what he is doing and it is not a true "friendship."
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coronistan.blogspot.com Oct 20

Never trust communists, especially when they are as controlled by God's chosen

psychos as the West and the rest of the world.
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Tiptriptrap Writes Tiptriptrap’s Newsletter Oct 20

Especially the ones running our country.
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coronistan.blogspot.com Oct 20

THE WORLD
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Same reply to you as the comment above.
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You are ridiculous. You think just because someone has some Jewish

background that they are practicing Jews? These are JINO’S. I am

Jewish and I denounce them. Real Jewish people are here to help

repair the world, not ruin it. Not that I expect you to believe me. So go

on hating ALL of a people & see where it gets you. There are plenty of

rotten Christians in this world.
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coronistan.blogspot.com Nov 2 · edited Nov 2

Normal Js are as brain washed as Christians and Muslims and all

the people of other religions, doctrines etc., because they are

supposed to believe the crap of the masters instead of switching

their brain on. Unfortunately, most of God's chosen psychopaths

are Js.

Already as I child of four or five I asked myself: What are they

talking about, when we had to go to church and listen to all that

sick bs and what God allegedly had told us to do.

God? Yes, there has to be one, hasn't it, it can only be a physical

being with the earth as playground, and if not, it doesn't matter

because it has to be anyway, as infinity is not possible.

For me the only plausible answer. There is no God because

who/what would have created God and who/what would have

created that God and so on.

The thing is, we are responsible ourselves. There is no one above

us. Just look at Palestine, if you don't believe that.
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You are an insulting bigot. It’s hilarious to me that you think 7 million people

out of 8 billion in the world in a tiny little country control the world.

Especially now, as you see Joe vulnerable they are.
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Sacha Oct 19

I’m pretty sure that’s their reason for doing this. Depopulation.
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NolaD Oct 19

I suspect that some know (Spanish Flu triggered similar) but I suspect most politicians are

totally ignorant and just do as their puppet masters demand.
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Nod Oct 20

NO, the 5G, and the nano technology will work together in the internet of persons.
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Marty Writes The Great Deception Oct 20

5G is a weapon system and can cause a lot of abnormalities in the blood, including rouleaux

formation. Also it's clear that 5G and other types of EMF enhance/activate the self-assembly of this

synthetic biology. But it's not 5G alone i think, it's EMF (including 5G) combined with a preexisting

contamination in the body, through air, food, water, shedding, you name it. Also, people who are

exposed to both heavy chemtrails spraying and 5G signals are in danger, as the 5G exacerbates the

toxicity of the nanoparticles of aluminum and other metals in the body. Detox and pray..
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 19

NolaD not sure how you are fitting 5G with the nanotechnology introduced by Covid-19 shots and

then shed to others like this patient whom I know personally. How would 5G technology proliferate

blood clotting through nanotechnology? The potential health effects of 5G technology have been

raised, particularly regarding exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF-EMF).Numerous

studies have been conducted to investigate the potential health effects of RF-EMF, including those

from 5G technology. The majority of these studies have not found clear evidence of adverse health

effects within established safety guidelines. Please disclose the risk and the source of the research,

please.

Why would vitamin C and EDTA, a chelating agent affect 5G technology? We are talking about

radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF-EMF).

This author an MD PhD is both a scientist and a clinician, who is extremely astute and investigative

has discerned for you the pathology in this patient who is also doctor. The nanotechnology that was

deployed in this bioweapon is able to adversely affect people who were not vaccinated by it being

shed from the vaccinated to the unvaccinated. I am also concerned that the virus itself may contain

this same technology and I will be contacting my friend and this clinician.

BF
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NolaD Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

I researched EMFs (contacting my local MP, Australia) many years ago when I discovered I'm

hypersensitive to 4G. Although I found detailed US Navy research showing adverse effects

(radiation poisoning has been known about since 1940s), I discovered that there were no

studies which proved any adverse effects. The reason was because they didn't actually do any

studies in a way that would, or could, show adverse results as this would cause chaos with the

telecommunication industry. However 5G towers have signage to warn workers of dangers of

exposure.... ??

Read research from Dr Deitrich Kinghardt on VGCCs.

Pfizer stated in the documentation that their jab was able to spread via skin contact and

inhalation. Governments panicked and bought into the Big Pharma lie that the experimental jab

would solve their problems - 'if' they persuaded 'everyone' to take the poison.

I've followed Dr Ana M for some time. I've seen unvaxxed LBA rapidly go from normal to 'chaos'

with no explanation - although it could be from shedding, that doesn't explain why animals are

affected. Nor does it explain why pristine mountain snow is now contaminated. It's a puzzle.

Unfortunately most politicians have closed minds and are still not listening to research scientists

and doctors.

Those who have high levels of heavy metals or mold are more at risk when subjected to 5G

frequencies, thus it is important to address those problems.

Hopefully we can all be open minded to all possibilities and find a solution. Our Govt seems to

have zero incentive to solve the problem!
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Tiptriptrap Writes Tiptriptrap’s Newsletter Oct 20

They are able to toy with your immune system via frequencies. Plenty of government and non-

government studies about this. Frequencies are the viruses always have been.
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 20

cite an article or some research or some evidence that there are no viruses or that viruses

are affected by radiofrequency electromagnetic fields. Since as you said there are plenty of

studies. I have not seen them so please disclose that.
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Tiptriptrap Writes Tiptriptrap’s Newsletter Oct 20

Yes, government studies are always reliable. mRNA and radiation is good for you. The

government studied it.
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 20

Really. mRNA radiation? mRNA is typically denotes messenger Ribonucleic Acid. mRNA is

that is a part of the protein synthesis process and yet you say it is radiation? Messenger

RNA (mRNA) is a type of RNA (ribonucleic acid) molecule that plays a crucial role in the

process of protein synthesis within cells. It serves as an intermediate between the

information stored in DNA and the actual synthesis of proteins.

mRNA is a single-stranded molecule made up of nucleotides, similar to DNA but with

ribose sugar instead of deoxyribose. It contains four nitrogenous bases: adenine (A),

cytosine (C), guanine (G), and uracil (U) instead of thymine (T).

The genetic information encoded in DNA is transcribed into mRNA in a process known as

transcription. During transcription, an RNA polymerase enzyme synthesizes a

complementary mRNA strand based on the DNA template strand.

Yet you say mRNA radiation?

Role in Protein Synthesis:

mRNA carries genetic instructions from the DNA in the cell's nucleus to the ribosomes in

the cytoplasm. Ribosomes are the cellular machinery responsible for protein synthesis.

The genetic code is read as a sequence of three-nucleotide codons in mRNA. Each codon

corresponds to a specific amino acid.

Transfer RNA (tRNA) molecules, which contain an anticodon, bind to the codons on the

mRNA and deliver the corresponding amino acids to the ribosome.

The ribosome then assembles the amino acids in the correct order to form a polypeptide

chain, which eventually folds into a functional protein.

Yet you say mRNA radiation?

Processing of mRNA:

In eukaryotic cells, mRNA undergoes several modifications before it is fully functional.

These include the addition of a 5' cap and a 3' poly-A tail, as well as the removal of introns

(non-coding regions) through a process called splicing. These modifications are necessary

for stability, transport, and efficient translation.

Yet you say mRNA radiation?

Types of mRNA:

There are different types of mRNA in a cell, each encoding a specific protein. Some mRNAs

are constantly produced, while others are only transcribed when needed.

Yet you say mRNA radiation?

Regulation of Gene Expression:

mRNA plays a crucial role in the regulation of gene expression. The rate of transcription

and the stability of mRNA molecules can be regulated to control the production of specific

proteins in response to changing cellular conditions.

Yet you say mRNA radiation?

Modified RNA, also known as chemically modified RNA, refers to RNA molecules in which

some of the natural ribonucleotides have been replaced or altered with chemical

modifications. These modifications can be made to the ribose sugar, phosphate group, or

nitrogenous bases of the RNA molecule. Modified RNA has several applications in

research, therapeutics, and biotechnology.

One of the primary reasons for modifying RNA is to enhance its stability and functionality.

Natural RNA molecules are susceptible to degradation by cellular enzymes, which can limit

their effectiveness in various applications. Chemical modifications can make RNA more

resistant to degradation.

Some modified RNA molecules incorporate non-natural bases into the sequence,

expanding the genetic code beyond the standard A, C, G, and U (adenine, cytosine,

guanine, and uracil). This can be used for various purposes, including creating novel

aptamers or functional RNA molecules with unique properties.

RNA Aptamers: Aptamers are short, single-stranded RNA or DNA molecules that can bind

to specific target molecules with high affinity and selectivity. Chemical modifications can

enhance the stability and binding properties of RNA aptamers, making them valuable tools

for molecular recognition and diagnostics.

modified RNA refers to RNA molecules that have been chemically altered to enhance their

stability, functionality, or other properties.

Unfortunately the mRNA in this therapy was used to be confused with mRNA in messenger

RNA.

The therapeutics are not messenger RNA it is Modified RNA-THEY DO NOT TELL YOU

THAT AND MOST IF NOT ALL OF YOU DO NOT KNOW THAT.

In modified RNA, uracil (U) can be replaced with various modified bases to achieve specific

purposes, such as enhancing stability or altering the RNA's properties.

Pseudouridine (Ψ): Pseudouridine is a naturally occurring modified nucleoside and is one

of the most common replacements for uracil in modified RNA. It is known for its increased

stability and reduced immunogenicity compared to uracil. Pseudouridine is often used in

RNA-based therapeutics and vaccine development.

5-Methyluridine (m5U): 5-Methyluridine is a modified base where a methyl group is added

to the fifth carbon atom of the uracil ring. This modification can enhance the stability of

RNA and has been used in various research applications.

2-Thiouridine (s2U): 2-Thiouridine is a modified base in which a sulfur atom replaces the

oxygen in the second carbon of the uracil ring. This modification can alter the structure and

function of RNA and is used in research to study RNA-protein interactions.

5-Methylcytidine (m5C): While this modification replaces cytosine (C) rather than uracil

(U), it is worth noting as a common modification in RNA. It involves the addition of a methyl

group to the fifth carbon atom of cytosine. It can impact the stability and function of the

RNA molecule.

The short term and long term effects of these synthetic bases is not known. They have

experimented on the population as a whole by forcing us to take these vaccines and

exposing us to this bioweapon. The amount cancer the aggressive nature of the cancers

that have resulted from this have been catastrophic and in my view this is a result of the

modifiedRNA synthetic base incorporation into the vector virus and vaccine that has also

incorporated nanotechnology.

You must also consider PEG-Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is used in vaccine production for

several purposes related to improving the stability, effectiveness, and delivery of vaccines.

PEG is a synthetic polymer that can have various molecular weights.

PEG can be added to vaccine formulations to stabilize proteins, such as antigens, that are

used in the vaccine.It helps prevent protein denaturation and aggregation during storage

and transportation. This is particularly important for vaccines that contain labile or fragile

antigens. PEG was used in the vaccine production because the vaccine mRNA based was

very unstable and had to be kept at low temperatures.

PEG molecules are covalently attached to antigens or particles, can improve the delivery of

vaccines. PEGylation can extend the circulation time of antigens in the body, enhance their

uptake by immune cells, and improve the overall immune response to the vaccine. IN MY

VIEW THIS IS A REASON FOR THE IMMUNE SYSTEM DAMAGE. They have incorporated

the vaccine with it's synthetic RNA into our immune system using PEG which causes a

tighter binding by covalent bonding.

Further PEG can be used to reduce the immunogenicity of certain vaccine components,

such as nanoparticles or viral vectors. By masking the surface of these components with

PEG, the body's immune response to PEGylated particles may be reduced, allowing the

immune system to focus more on the vaccine's intended target. These components such

as the nanoparticles and vectors as the doctor has shown are the cause of hematological

dysfunction and blood clotting. PEG can be used to prevent the aggregation of vaccine

components. Aggregation can reduce the effectiveness of vaccines and cause adverse

reactions. PEG's presence can help maintain the dispersed state of the vaccine

components. Strangely enough the PEG prohibits aggregation of vaccine components, but

may paradoxically increase the aggregation of red blood cells. This may be why so many

people get such vicious blood clotting and embolism.

PEG uses lipid nanoparticles and may cause idiosyncratic reactions that are unpredictable

like clotting and cancer and death.

PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW ALL OF THIS IS RELATED TO RADIATION.
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kaal Oct 20

please dont like thanks
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Knowledge is power- I offer knowledge. What are you offering exactly?
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kaal Oct 20

looks like someones here........
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Can you make a complete sentence? A complete thought?
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Also, don’t forget to trust your doctor. As he was trained by…
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I am a double board certified and recertified Orthopedic and Spinal Surgeon.

If you come to me for surgery you best believe I am on it and you should trust me.
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Clearing the Gaza Strip as Hamas doesn’t care too much for AT&T 5G installers. If we can’t clear in

the blood, maybe we need to clear the air.
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Paul Oct 20

Someone said that disabling the signals— permanently— is a excellent plan of attack… it’s way

easier to vaporize then it is to rebuild certain infrastructures of weaponization…
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Oct 20

Agreed - why it's so important to at least take precautions to limit EMF exposure at home, at the very

least turning the power off to the bedroom at night

https://romanshapoval.substack.com/p/acelectricfields

and staying away from blue light, which can also be a catalyst for more inflammation as it destroys

our growth hormone.
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Reviewed your article Roman and thank you. However they do not point to the study other than

the anecdotal references to the school study not the actual study published in a journal. I do not

doubt your veracity but I need to read the study.

Thanks

BF
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Oct 20

Thanks so much for reading BF - are you referring to the work of Milham and studies on

dirty electricity? I'll see what I can dig up for you on that as well.
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YES Please and thank you
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richard Nov 1

5G is nothing more than a reduction of power and an increase in data speed, using different carrier

frequencies, and a larger constellation for QAM which is a digital communication scheme, which is

quite brilliant (it's both AM and FM combined!).

False conspiracies abound, as as you know, professional shills and liars also about, like Dr. Fauci,

Rachael Maddow, and Sam Harris.
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EMFs in my neighborhood have increased,As the small towers and cones are installed. If we can’t

clear the blood, maybe we need to clear the air. Clearing the Gaza Strip as Hamas will not allow it to

be installed.
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This is why they’re taking back the Gaza Strip. To install 5G without Hamas interfering.
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Amy Harlib Oct 19

Indeed this nano-crap is everywhere and in everything. Celeste Solum also does fine work explaining

nano-tech and synbio: https://celestialreport.com and find her on Rumble and Bitchute.

Apoplectic livid rage hardly describes the intensity of emotions I have had and am having over what these

malignant parasites are perpetrating!

There is no noxious crime that the evildoers desiring to lord it over us won't commit to maintain their

stranglehold on power. A groundswell critical mass resistance to their murderous enslavement plans is

needed urgently!

THEY can't get rid of the 'useless eaters' fast enough! Mistakes were not made, it was always malice

aforethought.

CLIMATE CHANGE IS AN EVEN WORSE FRAUD THAN THE PLANSCAMDEMIC! SO-CALLED GREEN

TECH IS A GIGANTIC SCAM! MINING AND MANUFACTURING 'GREEN' PRODUCTS NEEDS COAL, GAS

AND OIL AND MINING RARE MINERALS IS MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY TOXIC AND DESTRUCTIVE

THAN LEGACY PRODUCTS. SCREW YOUR DAMNED AGENDA!

Creative performing arts, fine arts and literary arts are the best part of being human and the thing the

globalist predator technocrat megalomaniac total slavery control freaks most want to destroy.

Too many 'sheeple' are brainwashed to blindly obey authority figures on the media or in daily life in

corrupt system ruled by control freak psychopaths who use propaganda lies to enslave their subjects and

they are dumbed down to be obedient by 'education' institutions. Fortunately I was raised to question

everything. This transcends party lines. We need a system that punishes psychopaths and rewards

compassion and sharing, we need a system that actually follows The Constitution in reality.

I DO NOT COMPLY! NEVER HAVE, NEVER WILL!

There is a fate worse than death - I would rather die than be a robotized slave of technocratic overlords!

This is my hill to die on!

I have a landline and a wired laptop and a wired monitor screen, all the tech anyone should ever want or

need. I never had and refuse to ever have one of those infernal mobile devices that are designed to

enslave you.

My loathing of AI and all things NANO and digital knows no bounds!

Kudos to Dr. Ana Mihalcea's heroic efforts and success in the struggle. We the People must always be

aware of the existential threats lurking behind this fight!

How I stick my thumb in the eyes of the grotesque billionaire bastards pushing their enslavement agenda

and how I embrace being fully human.

Fighting the globalist predator technocrat psychopath megalomaniac TOTAL SLAVERY AGENDA one

performance at a time!

Amazing Amy: Eccentric Yoga Entertainer!

As an entertainer, I have been devastated and practically destroyed by the closure of all performance

venues and then when they reopened, because MY BODY, MY CHOICE - being made a total

untermenschen pariah outcast in NAZI NIGHTMARE LAWLESS 'SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS' JAB CROW

APARTHEID/DISCRIMINATION/SEGREGATION HELL NYC WHERE THE MAD/DRUNK WITH POWER

TYRANT POLS DOUBLE DOWN ON THEIR ILLEGAL MANDATES. I am trapped here with zero financial

resources to leave or do anything else about this 'wish I were dead' endless misery life has become. The

tragic irony is that my SPREAD THE YOGA LOVE performances are all about health, miraculously

overcoming age (68) and injury to achieve feats of flexibility few can attain at any age. So BIG PHARMA

who wants to addict every person on the planet to their toxic products hate people like me who prove that

we do not need them if we eat healthy organic food and exercise daily!

https://www.reverbnation.com/artist/amazingamycontortionistuniqueyogadancer

I try and live and embody the creative performing artistic world and life I so fervently want existence to be

about.

They can stick their f*cking damned NANO, Digital IDs, AI, jabs and chips up their asses where the sun

don't shine!

All manner of lies and propaganda spew forth from the upper echelons in governments worldwide who

are completely intertwined with the global criminal ruling class that wants to commit the worst atrocities

imaginable and suffer no consequences. And their corruption slithers down the chain of command

creating petty tyrants everywhere.

Supporting this excellent post with a statement and useful links. https://virustruth.net

We the People are facing HORRIFYING TECHNOCRATIC PSYCHOPATHY TO DESTROY HUMANITY AND

ALL NATURAL LIFE!

It was NEVER about health! The Powers That Should Not Be were ALWAYS about they want you DEAD or

a SLAVE! This is a painful truth to accept but we the people must wake up and fight back!

We must never lose sight of the larger picture of the vile malignance we are fighting against.

There is an insidious global ruling class plot to enslave all life on earth behind all the madness and

suffering inflicted on We the People.

How to fight back against this TOTAL SLAVERY!

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! DITCH THE DAMNED 'SMART' PHONES AND THE DAMNED QR CODES

AND GO BACK TO LANDLINES OR FLIP PHONES AND USE CASH AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE! INSIST ON

CASH! CBDC IS TOTAL SLAVERY!

Other than getting rid of nuclear weapons which I support 100% the rest of the anti-nuclear peace

movement and CLIMATE CRISIS propaganda is parroting UN utter GARBAGE, a complete surrender to the

ENSLAVEMENT AGENDA by the diabolical despots of Davos - ruling class criminals who lust for total

power and control and all of whom should be tried and jailed for life and their malign organizations

dismantled: the UN, the WEF, the IMF, the WHO, the BIS, NATO, Blackrock, Vanguard, The Rockefellers,

the Rothschilds, The Bilderbergers, the CFR et al.

There is an evil predator globalist technocratic elite agenda of eugenics/depopulation/genocide using

bioweapon poison jabs, war, geoengineering, EMF radiation, starvation and economic collapse - THE

GREAT RESET/AGENDA 2030/4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION to get rid of billions of 'useless eaters'

and to use nano tech to turn the survivors into ROBOTIZED COMPLIANT SLAVES! WAKE UP AND

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! These are psychopath megalomaniacs who want to play god by turning all life

into digitized metaverse mechanistic synthetic biology to be manipulated by their AI algorithms. A more

demonic sickening idea is nearly impossible to imagine!

APPALLED AND HORRIFIED AT INSANE TYRANNICAL PROTOCOLS THAT HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH

HEALTH AND EVERYTHING TO DO WITH TOTALITARIAN CONTROL! REVERSE THIS NOW!

MAKE THE WORLD AND AMERICA 2019 (comparatively speaking), AND FREE AGAIN!

NO, I AM NOT AFRAID OF THE MORONIC SCARIANT SHMARIANT MONKEYSHINES! WAKE UP

ALREADY!

TOTALLY CONDEMN BIDEN AND ALL OTHER POLS WHO HAVE NO POWER TO LAWLESSLY ACT LIKE

AN EMPEROR OR DICTATOR AND DECREE JAB CROW 'SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS' FASCIST

SEGREGATION/DISCRIMINATION/APARTHEID VIOLATIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION, THE NUREMBERG

CODES AND EVERY CIVIL RIGHT IMAGINABLE.

NO GREEN NEW DEALS OR BUILD BACK BETTER FROM THE CRIMINAL TECHNOCRAT TYRANTS

KLAUS SCHWAB AND HIS CRONIES FROM THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM.

STOP THE TERRIBLE TYRANNY OF THE TECHNOCRATS GLOBAL AGENDA OF TOTAL SURVEILLANCE

AND CONTROL USING THE VIRUS AS EXCUSE AND PROPAGANDA TOOL!

NO MUZZLING STIFLING MASK MANDATES! NO FORCED VACCINES! END TORTUROUS

DEVASTATING LOCK DOWNS NOW! I WANT MY LIFE BACK.

https://wrenchinthegears.com

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/

https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com

https://pandemicfacts.info

https://wearehumanwearefree.org/7-days-campaign/

https://sonsoflibertymedia.com/covid-19-roadmap-12-step-plan-to-create-a-totalitarian-new-world-

order-were-on-number-8-headed-towards-number-9/

https://questioningcovid.com

https://www.corbettreport.com/interview-1581-james-corbett-breaks-down-the-great-reset/

http://www.stopcp.com/GlobalResetPSYOP/GlobalResetPSYOPMindMap.html

https://everydayconcerned.net/2020/09/04/breaking-major-investigative-report-by-association-of-

french-reserve-army-officers-finds-covid-19-pandemic-to-have-a-hidden-agenda-for-global-

totalitarianism-nanotech-chipping-of-all-5g-irradia/

Pam Popper: https://makeamericansfreeagain.com

Del Bigtree: https://www.brighteon.com/channels/highwire

https://www.technocracy.news

Naomi Wolf: https://dailyclout.io

www.nojabforme.info

https://www.globalresearch.ca/we-must-awaken-from-corona-coma-reject-great-reset-robotic-

technocracy-assert-common-humanity/5745213
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I’ve often wondered how the elitist cabal poshits don’t seem to be concerned about the fact that all

living entities on earth are becoming nanoferritinized… Either they don’t care because they might

possibly have a different genetic makeup (draconian) or they simply know something we don’t

know…. Perhaps they want to be assimilated into the Borg?? As for life imprisonment??? No frickin

wayyy!!! Crimes against humanity is punishable by firing squad and dawn… they want to destroy all

of God’s creatures and they must pay for that— with their blood… NO FUGGIN QUARTER… remember

the French Revolution in 1791??? The plebiscites and serfs stormed the Bastille and made good use

of a French invention— THE GUILLOTINE!!! — Off with their fuckin heads!!!
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Good question, Paul. The answer is that they are insane. They are inbred lunatics whose great-

great (pedophile) grandparents may have been quite intelligent, but through inbreeding and

lack of imagination (all they can do is destroy; they can't build anything), and general malaise,

they have lost all sense of reason, gotten high on their own supply such that they imagine the

pesticides and brain-clotting nanotech they pay to produce doesn't affect them, can't affect

them. They are delusional, like men dressing in women's clothes and pretending they are

women and calling anyone a hater who won't share and encourage their delusion. The world

has gone mad.
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Lee Provost Oct 20

I feel compelled to respond: Jesus warned " do not be deceived " THIS is the mark of the beast.

Whether you agree or not it matters only to REPENT & humbly ask God for forgiveness. Our Father

God is a merciful God, Roman's 9:15 I will have mercy on whom I have mercy. I will have compassion

on whom I have compassion. I call upon anyone who willing or unwilling took this jab or has been

shed upon must truly Repent and believe Jesus Christ for their salvation. There's HOPE IN THE

LORD JESUS CHRIST
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Canadian Apple Pie Oct 22

I also see that this technology is the mark in the hand and the forehead that could be needed to

buy and sell. I say no and pray for salvation. We were warned and humanity would be wise to

repent and stop.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Mattie Writes Richard’s Newsletter Oct 20

You said, it, Amy. This is the hill to die on, and I guess the one they will kill us on; but we will be

looking down on the bastards even as they lower our heads and then guillotine us like Sophie Scholl

and the White Rose. Now we know how the smart, industrious Germans fell into the hell Hitler

(Rothschild) made of their country. You just sort of slide into it like a grain of sand in a collapsing pit

as all the grains of sand around you are sucked in. We must make ourselves light, ethereal,
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as all the grains of sand around you are sucked in. We must make ourselves light, ethereal,

untouchable by filth, surreal, transcend the body. Yoga is one fine way to do it but be careful; many of

the positions are Satanic, summoning dark energies while genuflecting to the dark side. Excuse me

while I lift right out of this scene like a pink translucent bubble that moves somewhat like Glenda, the

good witch. I'm not obfuscating. I'm loving your passion and righteous anger. The bastards killed my

mom, whom a couple of Libtard sisters talked into taking the jab. C'est la vie. Cheers!

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Canadian Apple Pie Oct 22

I am watching my Mom in her mid 70s getting worse breathing by the month. She is taking

insulin as well. 3 x shot. She knows better now. I have two friends who lost parents to these

things. And two Aunties and my Mothers mobility went way down hill. My daughter lost two

young friends. Is this the Silent War with Quiet Weapons a Biowarefare we are experiencing? I'm

a PSW/ Health Care Aide since 2003. No longer active. In all my experiences in LTC I can not

recall the old folks breathing like I see in my Mom. It sounds like she is running a marathon

anytime she tries to do the activities of daily living. I could blame for loved ones telling her to

take it. But I won't. 50 years of the 6 o'clock news can warp reality. I don't blame anyone but the

blatant liers who had a clue. Time to speak up. If you see it please, let's find away. PS for the

spiritual. My Mom had a Marion Apparition in 1963. She saw Our Lady in the flesh, she could

see the pours in Her olive colored skin on Our Ladies arm. Then Our Lady let out a high pitched

etherial sound my Mother took as a warning for the world. After my Mother recounted this

experience for the second time in my life in 2021 seconds after there was a loud thunder crack

in the blue day time sky. I said to my Mom, "This is from Heaven for us.". My Mom is so humble

she said, "I don't know.". But I do know. Heaven watches. I believe we are made by God. My late

Great Auntie Marisha in 2000 while I was fasting on raw fruit, veggies, nuts and seeds for

months on end seeking God with only following the Commandments and Golden Rules I had an

experience where I felt like my Great Aunt used my body to sing to my three year old daughter.

While this was happening in instead of thinking the lyrics coming out of my mouth I was

thinking, "This is Cocia Marisha, this is Cocia Marisha!". Without my faith how could I cope.

I'm so sorry about the loss of your Mom. My prayers for you and yours.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Bruce Hartnett Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

I like your attitude, and am of quite similar beliefs!

I too, have never had and will never upgrade to a so-called Smartphone! I did have to advance from a

3G Flip Phone to a 4G Flip Phone because 'they' quit servicing or allowing service to the 3G last

December. I still have a Landline also for which I receive the majority of my phone calls.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Unagnu Oct 20

Sadly my aged parents put me on one, ostensibly so we could 'communicate'. I'd just as lief

have a flip phone, but most are not 5G compliant the cell carriers make you switch to phones

that ARE 5G. I get around this by 1. turning off computer rounter and cell at night. 2. Putting cell

into faraday bag shutting off and cutting off 3. unplugging router, all smart devices. Now, my

hope is to get to 3 and figure out how to deal with the mains to my room/house. Just flip them

off (except fridge) at night...probably much safer for me to do so... Certainly around me the

neighbors have antenna/5G but maybe not as much as I fear. I know the meter goes nuts when I

touch it (hello contamination) but the ambient conditions show less EMF/Radiation here than

else where. I don't go out much. I did the Hydrogen Peroxide test - so far my arm and leg don't

react as if I have the fibers on board....who knows. Course I was always sucking down the Borax

water periodically...and taking the horse paste during Covid...and not swabbing.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Frances Lynch Oct 20

Hello, what is the Hydrogen Peroxide test, sincere question.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Richard Van Every Writes Richard’s Substack Oct 19

Thank you for sharing. This is all quite concerning as I have been looking at my own blood (not jabbed)

and finding the same things...Im really hoping that frequencies of some type like scalar will be the one of

the remedies.

I have been in Dr Nixons group online. One concerning thing I feel you must address immediately is the

EDTA cream you have been promoting being potentially contaminated. I was feeling really off -severe

brain fog when taking a small amount so I looked at it under my microscope and it looked loaded with

structures I would not expect. I have not inspected other brands yet or seen what it should look like but I

will have Dr Nixon forward you the images I have captured...right away.

LIKE (13) REPLY (4) SHARE

NolaD Oct 19

As it seems that 'everything' has been affected, has anyone checked to see if EMFs from 5G or

satellites are the reason for the changes to everything? We know that 5G has a stronger and more

detrimental affect on those who have mold and heavy metal toxicity.
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Leon Oct 20

Richard; Can you advice on microscope to use for these purposes for somebody who is new to

microscopes. Thanks

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

anna burns Oct 19

have you considered that the EDTA cream is freeing up metals in your body and the brain fog you are

experiencing is the metals unlodging and not being evacuated? improper detoxing can cause brain

fog.
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Mattie Writes Richard’s Newsletter Oct 20

Oh, Lord, sad to hear. I have EDTA cream and it seems to help me, but I dunno. I guess I need to look

at it under a microscope.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

x5716M471CH405x Oct 19

I'm sure that I'm not the only 1 wondering just exactly how does Ivermectin & or Hydroxycloroquin fight of

nano technology hydrogel morgellions and graphine hydroxide? since its al ready in the blood has anyone

with access to these special electoscopic or darkfield microscopes added the ivermectin

andbhydroxycloroquine to the samples?

LIKE (9) REPLY (3) SHARE

Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

I Believe the cure all has to do with returning the blood to the correct PH Level, think of lt like this,

saltwater fish will die in fresh water and visa vera. The nano tech has to be in acidic environments in

order to survive. that's just an educated guess. don't take it to the bank.
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Mattie Writes Richard’s Newsletter Oct 20

I like how you're thinking. I have noted that keeping my PH out of acidic is helpful. It has be

about environment, one would hope.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

x5716M471CH405x Oct 19

also has anyone tried Raymond Rife Frequncies on the Jibby-Jabb stuff? Just a thought.....always

thinking....

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Alan Tan Oct 20

I am using the Iteracare- terahurtz frequency..

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

x5716M471CH405x Oct 20

https://youtu.be/YXc9mL7xEbE?si=rAgaVx-yY8Tk_iVx
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Seeking Truth Oct 19

There has to be other treatments. Not everyone can do EDTA. If you have amalgams like me you cannot.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

Stephan Oct 19

Karl C. Substack, Aug.14...Activated Charcoal

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

Im so glad you asked....https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jnatprod.1c00946

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

So unless I missed something here ( read through kind of quickly) this has only to do with the

spike protein, nothing to do with what Dr. Ana is talking about? Correct me if I’m wrong.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Sacha Oct 19

My understanding is nanotechnology is beyond spike protein.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

I must have missed that.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Unagnu Oct 20

For Nano, you can use the Borax Water and Colloidal Silver. Per Dark Star, Terrall. He's

a morgellon's sufferer. He believes well.. read up on his site. Some how borax / boron

ions are deleterious to the nano. Interestingly ingesting Borax Water does tend to

change your body chemistry to more Alkaline.. less Acidic.
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Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

that is a technical paper, and I am not a doctor or scientist so i do not feel comfortable

answering it, but from what I understand is it prevents entry of covid into the cells and

blocks replication of the spike protein. See https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-14-

cannabis-compounds-block-covid-entering-cells-study.html i also highly suggest you

watch this. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bz4fn2QFO_A
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

I will watch the YouTube tomorrow, it’s 12:30am here now. 

😊

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

I have a medical background. I admit that I read through it pretty quickly but Dr. Ana is

talking about nanotechnology not the spike protein. I didn’t see anything in the article

about nanotechnology. It was very interesting regarding the spike & the treatment.
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Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

I believe the two are related, but nobody can really be sure because nobody

really understands exactly what we are dealing with. La Quinta Columna has

stated that we are dealing with reverse engineered alien technology as bizarre as

those sounds. but from what I have seen I agree. I am working with one of the top

microscopy experts in the world. We know FOR SURE, that they are injecting

people with some type of LIFE FORM combined with nano tech. see

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/Dr0ZcAeEfaU this a live blood exam of my

triple vaxed business partner. https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=UcESuiZwRd8. You can clearly visualize the spike proteins. and watch this

presentation from Dr. Fran Zalewski. https://rumble.com/v18cqgo-dr.-franc-

zalewski-graphenoxide-aluminumcarbon-based-life-form-find-in-covi.html

PREPARE YOUR MIND for what you are about to discovery.

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/Dr0ZcAeEfaU
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Paul Oct 19

I hate to break it to you but this nanoferritin / hydrogel / graphene

technologies are directly from the Draco’s -or if you wish the reptilians…

Crazy?? I think not - the elitist poshits of the world have been in deep

collusion with draconian reptilians for hundreds if not thousands of years… If

you research reptilian or Draco - you will find they are expert genetics

manipulators— with profound sense of warlike superiority… narcissistic is a

gross understatement… spiritual warfare is being played out by forces

beyond this dimension… I don’t understand much of it but I know it to be

true… The Forces of light have already won — imagine 2 world class chess

players — the forces of light see checkmate in 7 moves — the darkside sees

this checkmate as inevitable as well— parry and giving ground — becoming

increasingly more virulent and violent- yet the end is unchanged… notice

worldwide escalation of warfare and fear based violence??? ITS BECAUSE

ITS FROM THE WAR MONGERING REPTILIANS AND DRACOS… open ur

mind….
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Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

I agree, with your assessment from what I have researched.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

kaal Oct 20

venom, insect and reptile dna in shots- thats aliens and its the

serpent race. kleckfiles.com

LIKE (2) REPLY (3) SHARE

John Lawton Oct 20

Dr Bryan Ardis has stated that animal venoms are the cause

of the covid symptoms. Nicotine (patches) block the bodys

receptors against them: https://intercom.help/the-dr-ardis-

show/en/collections/3711180-covid-19-documents-reports

and a followup video: https://rumble.com/v1qe0hh-live-

7pm-worldwide-exclusive-dr.-ardis-was-wrong.html

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

kaal Oct 20

Its the agenda of SATAN.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

kaal Oct 20

reptilian/ insectoid[mantis} aliens- demonic hybrids

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Agent Midnight Rider Oct 20

confirmed, we found INSECT like spider legs in a

vaccinated individual see

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibI_UKKE8z0
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter

Oct 20

Those are called filopodia and lamellipodia

COVID-19, can cause the formation of cellular

projections or changes in cell morphology.

Cellular Projections: Some viruses, including

SARS-CoV-2, can cause changes in host cell

morphology. These changes can include the

formation of cellular projections, such as filopodia

and lamellipodia. These projections can aid the

virus in spreading to neighboring cells.

Filopodia: Filopodia are thin, finger-like protrusions

from the cell surface. Some viruses, including

SARS-CoV-2, can induce the formation of filopodia

in infected cells. These filopodia can serve as

extensions to contact and infect neighboring cells

more efficiently. The exact mechanisms by which

SARS-CoV-2 induces these changes are still under

investigation.

Cell-Cell Transmission: The formation of cellular

projections, as well as other changes in cell

morphology, can facilitate cell-cell transmission of

the virus. This allows the virus to move from one

infected cell to a neighboring uninfected cell

without being exposed to the extracellular

environment. It is thought that cell-cell

transmission can be more efficient for certain

viruses.
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kaal Oct 20

Continue your investigation then. elsewhere.

trust the 'science' jargon. it is thought.... lol
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Continue Thread →

kaal Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

Dr Ana has also showed an insect like thing from

nose. in past substack article. and mentioned

snake appearing blood- not sure youd have to go

back check her words. not sure how long i can

leave this info up. follow johnathon kleck and share

the WORD- revelation. Let me add Lord have

mercy on us. ty
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kaal Oct 20

As this is difficult to share I wish others would

help. Johnathon Kleck- I have given you the

treasures of darkness. As difficult the

revelation is- it is gift and the grace of

GOD!!!!!!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

kaal Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

Johnathon klecks website johnathonkleckuncensored.com

website is being blocked now! as i am unable to post on dr

anas site only reply due to this info. go to light in the dark

place yt channel video a kingdom divided full presentation.

start at 1 hr 47 minutes_youll prob want to go back watch all.

kleckfiles.com find his show notes. insect/ reptile alien

serpent system race- satan
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kaal Oct 20

his show notes---
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kaal Oct 20

Revelation{visible} to JOHNATHON KLECK from

GOD. censored to the fullest------

LIKE REPLY SHARE

kaal Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

i may have to delete to unstick this from my soul-----!

sorry. Lord have mercy on us.
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19 · edited Oct 19

I will definitely look at this tomorrow. I want to be able to sleep. 

😵💫

 Here we

thought that if we managed to escape the bioweapon we would be ok. I

guess it’s better than being shot up but still not good.
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Stephan Oct 19

Ana has stayed that since January of this year every single UNVAXED

blood sample she has taken/ looked at looks EXACTLY like the

vaccinated blood. The entire world and everything in it IS

contaminated.
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

So we are Fkd.
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Stephan Oct 19

No, Purchase Activated Charcoal. It is cheap. Every other

week do a 2 or 3 day Charcoal protocol. I take 3 capsules 3

times a day for 3 days. Go to Karl C. Substack... August 14

and look at his blood before and after taking Activated

Charcoal. 

👍
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

You have to be a paid subscriber on Karl C substack &

he has no archived content.
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Stephan Oct 19

No you don't. I'm not payed on ANY Substack. His

archived material is massive. You must be doing

something wrong. Hit on my dog picture, go to my

subscriptions and hit on Karl C.
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

Ok I did that & there were 4 archived. I can’t

figure out which one is the right one.
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Continue Thread →

Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

Where do you get it? What’s the dose?
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Stephan Oct 19

You can also get the Powder. Karl C. Stated he did

the powder mixed with water once a day for 2

days. His slide presentation on before and after

shows very contaminated before to almost clean

after. I image his dose was a spoon full but I don't

know. He didn't say. Charcoal is heavy so I figured

I'd do 3 capsules/ 3 times a day for 3 days. I'm on

my second bottle now.
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

I would rather take a capsule than powder.

Charcoal powder sounds awful.
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Continue Thread →

Stephan Oct 19

Go to eBay and they have the Activated Charcoal

from 9$ to 20$ for a bottle of capsules.
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Leslie Benjamini #
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Thank you!
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Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

We have ALL BEEEN SLIMED, since at least 2010 with NANO

TECH kill switches. There is NO WAY To prove shedding since we

have all had NANO TECH in us via food coke, pepsi nestle

products since at least 2010 . research NANO DOMESTIC QUELL

, on Yandex.com....
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anna burns Oct 19

When Dr. Zalewski findings first came out a few years ago, I was absolutely

horrified. He was killed for what he was sharing. It was very sad.
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Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

I Don't think he's dead, he is still posting on his Facebook channel, he

was defiantly SILECNED.
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 19 · edited Oct 19

"Mainstream scientists and doctors also have ignored the scientific findings that

the spike protein sequence encodes for hydrogel at pH 7, not amyloid. The

continue to speak of amyloid being a contributing factor to what is seen in C19

injected individuals - not rubbery hydrogel plastics engineered as synthetic

biology, which is what it is. Most are ignoring the shedding issue altogether."

This is a quote from the Doctors post.

What I believe she is saying is the following:

The spike protein that is shed from others already vaccinated or in those that are

vaccinated enters into your cell hijacks the cellular machinery and codes for the

hydrogel which goes onto to begin the creation of the hydrogel clot sequence.

That is why the blood comes out and coalesces into the rubbery matter that you

see in the patient's blood. Blood pH: The pH of human blood is tightly regulated

and maintained within a narrow range of approximately 7.35 to 7.45. Deviations

from this range can have serious health consequences. A blood pH outside this

range can lead to conditions such as acidosis (lower than normal pH) or alkalosis

(higher than normal pH). A pH of 7 is acidic thus in an acidic environment this

hydrogel will form in your blood. Acidosis is a result of hypoxemia in general.

I will test my own blood tomorrow. I also had Covid and I also had a pulmonary

embolism.
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Oct 19

I have not had Covid. I feel fine physically. I have no physical ailments.

Mentally not so great. I’m not happy living in this world anymore. But I am 78

so hopefully I will be gone sooner than later.
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Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

AIR BORN viruses do not exist NEVER HAVE, multi-generational

depopulation PSY-OP to get you to take the REAL VIRUS....Q- WATCH

https://vimeo.com/743557094
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deleted Oct 19

Comment deleted

Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

CBD is non toxic see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bz4fn2QFO_A
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SoCalGal Oct 19

Yikes that could happen to me. I had Covid pneumonia and a dvt. I took Eliquis and was declared fine after

6 months. Now I’m worried all over again.
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Alanna Oct 19

quote : have seen many cases of C19 unvaccinated individuals with life threatening blood clots who

continued to have recurrence of the clots even while on Eliquis

THE ELIQUIS WILL BE A CULRPIT
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Bruce Hartnett Oct 20

Further info per myself and the need for Eliquis. The 1st week of Feb 2016, I came down with what

was the Bioweapon from a mosquito bite years before. Finally, diagnosed as West Nile

"Nueroinvasive" Disease the first of Sept 2016, with numerous continuing effects. Including 24-7

Vertigo, 4 Vertebrae Surgeries, etc. November 28, 2020, I came down with major Blood Clots in my

Right Crotch & behind my Right Knee, and numerous Clots from my Right Thigh to Ankle. Was

Hospitalized for the Day, Dec 4th. The Lord chose to cancel our local home Church Service, so I had

a ride to my alternative Church {which I had built in 1993-4 for the same Pastor's & Church}, where

the Wife/Co-Paster from Spain is an outstanding Faith Healer. Pastor Lydia saw me sitting in my

normal spot, with my Right Leg raised on my 4-Wheel Walker. Immediately after the Service, she

made a beeline straight to me, and held a Hands-On Healing Service with the others surrounding me.

My whole body has been Healing ever since! Until that time, I had had no voice above a whisper

since the Spring of 2016.

Due to the major error I made in my youth of asking the Lord to "Teach me patience," He is still

Teaching me! I.e., always be very careful in "how" you Pray & ask Him for anything. Therefore, He is

using my very slow Healing to show others that Faith Healing does work. People who only see me

occasionally remark how much better I am than the last time they saw me. And, I never miss the

opportunity to tell me of God's Healing me!

I still cannot Sing the way I used to, yet, but it is getting closer all the time.
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 20

Bruce you lost your voice after the virus is that correct?

You had a vocal cord paresis my friend that was mediated by the virus. Yes sir you did. How do I

know? I had the exact same problem in 2005! Lost my voice for 2 years. I could not talk on a cell

phone, order at drive through or go to a ball game. I could not talk!!! I had the lowest cell phone

bill in history. I became claustrophobic also because I could not sing!!!! At Church!!! My

daughter also got autism at that time and did not recognize my voice and would not look at me.

At the time I did not realize that her lack of eye contact was part of Autism. I prayed like you are

doing and he answered my prayers and is still answering my prayers and GOD is answering

yours tonight !!!! Through me!!! Let's Go!!! I am excited to help you brother.

Here is what you do Bruce.

1) Keep praying and Keep thanking him!!!- I will pray for you too!!!

2) Go and see an ENT that specializes in Vocal Chord issues and Voice issues.

3) If you are in the Los Angles area go see Gerald Berk at UCLA-Chairman of the department

4) Ask for an evaluation of your voice and tell him some guy on line told you about him. He will

ask my name but tell him you do not know me.

5) He will look down your nose with a scope and look at your vocal folds and ask you to go

EEEEEEEEE. This will make you gag, but suck it up. He does this to see how close your vocal

chords come together. He may ask you to do a MRI or a CT scan to rule out cancer. That is what

he did to me and that was long before Covid and all of this BS.

6) Then he will do an EMG of the vocal folds while you go EEEEEEEEEEE (those push your vocal

chords together) The folds bring the vocal chords together and allow you to make sound. When

you have a paresis the folds are far apart and do not come together. This is because the

recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) is knocked out and some of its branches. The RLN supplies the
Expand full comment
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

Bruce

Were your surgeries in your neck? Did you have a right or left side approach? Please

advise.

Right sided C spine surgery is notorious for causing a vocal chord paresis.

Neuro or Ortho?

Please advise
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Bruce Hartnett Oct 21 · edited Oct 21

I am in Kansas.

I did ALL the above! And, yes, I lost my Voice after the Virus. Actually sang & played

for a Funeral a month later in March 2016, the last one to date.

NO Neck surgeries.

The VA sent me to numerous Specialists, including & specifically to an outstanding

Neurosurgeon who sent me to many others, also including an Eye, Ear, Throat & Nose

Specialist who determined and showed me pics of my inflamed Vocal Cords and got

me started using a daily Nasal Cleanser.

The Neurosurgeon also did a whole body Nerve Test (a very "shocking" experience)

and determined that ALL of my Nerves were intact, but they just didn't work correctly.

All in 2017 & 2018.

Finally, in May 2018, he admitted that he couldn't resolve my condition(s), and had NO

idea about any solutions.

A Voice Therapist could also find no solutions, and she searched high & wide. It's just

a matter of patience.

My Back Surgeries were for Fractured Disks on my T6,T8, T11 & L1 Vertebrae, for

which I had Kyphoplasty noninvasive Surgery (artificial Disks) on all four, the T11 & L1

at the same time. Basically, weak Back Muscles. And, I'm on a low dosage Thyroid

medication for a hyperactive Thyroid.

As a Musician, I had to relearn how to play my Mandolin in a different way, beginning

in June 2016, actually having to learn how to play whole melodies with harmony

chords to replace my singing. Which is perhaps a problem with playing rather than

singing. As my voice has been returning since the Faith Healing of Dec 2020, so has
Expand full comment
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 22

Bruce if you went to the VA then you were in the military and thank you for your

service!!

However there are better facilities. You have a vocal cord paresis. This is WAY

BEYOND a neurosurgeon because he is not a voice expert and you need a voice

expert. He could never solve your problem.

The person who I gave you CAN SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM. Please believe me. I

get nothing but the satisfaction of knowing that I helped you.

Your vocal folds and perhaps the chords themselves are strained from your

trying so hard to talk.

I lived that life I know. The collagen injection will be a really big help to you Bruce.

Dr. Berk does them all of the time because Hollywood and West LA has a huge

number of entertainers and singers and so on that need this care and he is a

world expert.

Bruce flights are as low as $210.00 one way on Southwest Airlines

The Lord has blessed you Bruce and he is blessing you now.

I am called to offer you this gift of knowledge. Please heed my words. I seek

nothing in return except the quiet satisfaction of knowing that I helped you. All

Glory be to God

We will all rejoice in your healing

God Bless you Bruce

BF
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Bruce Hartnett Oct 22

Just a little more info on just how far Down I was, after Singing at that last

Celebration of Life, using a 3-Wheel Walker to get around.

Shortly afterward, I was so weak that I had to be lifted out of bed to Dad's

VA Wheelchair to Recliner to Wheelchair to Car to whatever. Numerous

persons thought I was Not going to make it, but would soon Pass on! that

lasted a little over 6 (six) weeks, including a large, deep Open Wound on the

back of my Left Knee down to the Bone, which took over 8 weeks with a

Wound Specialist. A friend purchased a 4-Wheel Walker with a seat for me.

Then after a few more weeks, I graduated back to the 3-Wheel Walker.

So, it hasn't been a bed of roses.

But, again, Praise the Lord for continuing to Heal my whole body!!!
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Bruce Hartnett Oct 22

1st off, the VA Medical Service in Kansas is rather outstanding, probably not

as good as Texas, but much better than the Metro areas and the "Left"

Coasts. They are my only Medical providers now, since the Summer of

2016. At the time, the VA was not allowed to Test for West Nile, so I had to

go to my former Primary Dr. in order to get Tested.

I "missed" a necessary further explanation of West Nile "Nueroinvasive"

Disease in my 1st Post above. It treats your Brain like Encephalitis, your

Spine like Meningitis, and absolutely screws up your whole Nervous

System. It affects my eyelids & attempt to close them. I also have

Narcolepsy, i.e., fall asleep easily, if not active or completing some activity.

Initially, in July 2016 & again in October 2016, I had MRIs of my Brain.

Nothing conclusive was arrived at!

Thus, the beginning with the Neurosurgeon in Feb 2017.

Please Re-Read above, and you will "see" that the long process of Healing

with in the Lord's time frame, especially with my voice, is nearing

completion.

Thank you for caring and your continual advice, but I neither want nor desire

any further professional Medical Treatment. The Lord is working it all out!

And, the Healing Process has been my Testimony now, that I give to lead

others to Christ, whether through myself, or others at a later date. As, has

been done throughout my life. It works!

Now, I'm off to Church!

May the Lord continue to Bless you in your life pursuits!
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 23 ·

edited Oct 23

Bruce,

I have seen your post and if you are satisfied then that is all that

matters. I offered services as a Christian brother. I certainly am not

pushing myself off on you. I respect your wishes I do.

Please do not come to Hollywood or UCLA because your mind is made

up. I am compelled however to answer you and make certain points not

because I want you to act on them but because they must be made. I

respect your wishes I do.

I am a physician and surgeon for over 3 decades and I had a vocal

chord paresis. I saw the finest vocal specialist in the world. I recovered

mostly. You will never be able review and understand what I learned in

medicine because it took me decades to acquire the knowledge. I

worked at several VA facilities and there is nothing you can tell me

about it. They have improved over the years but they have been an

incredible problem for decades. The VA issues are infamous and

legendarily bad and I know because I worked there. Donald Trump was

the first president to do anything about it for whatever that is worth.

The brain MRI was to rule out a tumor that could effect your cranial

nerves.

The cranial nerve that directly affects the movement of the muscles

involved in speech production is the Vagus nerve (Cranial Nerve X).

The Vagus nerve controls the muscles of the larynx (voice box), which

are essential for vocalization and phonation. It also innervates theExpand full comment
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Bruce Hartnett Oct 24

I apologize, if you didn't understand my appreciation for your vast

knowledge, research & suggestions. And especially regret that

you have gone through a similar experience.

Due to the effects after having contracted the Disease, I have no

income, and really can not afford to go to California, especially for

some treatments not proven to help someone in my position. Even

though, I have both Relatives and longtime friends who live in the

L.A. and Apple Valley areas, not counting Bakersfield, and the

Northern California area as well.

Through my own, I have done far too much study and learning

that I would not have otherwise. I just happen to believe that our

solutions are different, and even though there are supposedly

Treatments for the West Nile Diseases, IF they are caught right

away, I understand that there are none for myself, nor others of my

ilk.

I will just continue to Believe in the Lord Jesus and His Angels for

my continued Healing.

I will continue to Pray for you, my fellow Christian Brother, and that

the Lord will continue to Bless both of us in the coming

days/years!
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 24

No apology needed my brother. I have fallen on hard times

however if I recover I will bring you out here on MY DIME just

to meet you and if you are so inclined to get an evaluation.

This would be my pleasure to serve you and your family. I

nearly died from Covid as I had a PE and a legal issue that is

still unresolved to my satisfaction. But in Jesus name it will

be.

I also am a believer and you should continue to believe !!!

God Bless my brother and Thank you!!!!
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Bruce Hartnett Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

I surely hope not! And, understand that Eliquis (Apixaban) is originally made by the bioweapon MFR

Pfizer, but I've been taking 5mg twice/ per day since Dec 2020. If I don't take it, my feet begin to

swell noticeably. So, I'll take my chances. I only take 5 prescriptions, the Apixaban, 30mg Nifedipine

(Blood Pressure), both twice per day, another light 10mg one for cholesterol, one 0.025mg for

Thyroid, and once per week 70mg Alendronate for Osteoporosis. I refuse any other Prescription

drugs, am unvaccinated but a Blood Donor (over 25 Gallons) who the Red Cross has identified the

Covid antibodies in my Blood for nearly 3 years even though I've NEVER had Covid, and rely on just

my daily supplements to maintain my highly immune body system!
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Julie Sokolsky Oct 19

Dr Ana, thank you so much for your essential work. Question: what treatment, if any, is there for those of

us who cannot access EDTA chelation? Is there a basic, even experimental, protocol? Thanks and love

from New Zealand
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anna burns Oct 19

what about ZEOLITE?
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Julie Sokolsky Oct 19

Hi Anna! I have the same question. I already take zeolite, but would love to hear a doctors take

on it.
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Kiwi in the Crowd Writes Kiwi’s Substack Oct 20 · edited Oct 20

I'm curious too. I'm in NZ too :)

Karl C seemed to have good results with activated charcoal:

https://managainstthemicrobes.substack.com/p/activated-charcoal-shows-great-promise
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Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

Yeah Dr. Ana, we drew blood and mixed it with CBD and let it sit for 11 days then had it examined. ZERO

CLOTTING and beautiful blood, why don't you try that out.? intel courtesy of Agent Midnight Rider See for

yourself... https://x.com/laconic93/status/1715222336477986993?s=20 and

https://x.com/laconic93/status/1715222803652264192?s=20 with PEER REVIEWED SCIENCE.....

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jnatprod.1c00946
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Oct 19

What are the large circular objects in the slide?
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Agent Midnight Rider Oct 19

air bubbles
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Thank you!
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Oct 19

The entire world is at risk of this. Almost no place is doing EDTA Chelation therapy. If no Respected

Medical Freedom Doctors are acknowledging this, it’s a severe problem.
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zdb Oct 19

thank you
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Curt Sanders Writes Curt’s Newsletter Oct 20

Thank you Ana for being so on top of this dangerous state which apparently is ubiquitous....

maybe my routine is worth sharing.. I am 74 very fit and work out hard - lift weights, do yoga, rock climb,

every week... robust energy [working at 10K ft. 6months a year] with no symptoms, other than a little

arthritis in hands and left knee, No vaccinations in 50 years, take No Pharmaceuticals [ knew most were

trash for over 40 yrs], organic diet, 4K VC daily, 11 mg. Lumbrokinase every other day, 10K VD w/360 K2-

MK7 daily, 750 mg. NAC/w milk thistle, 4K Turmeric extract Curcumin C3 complex daily,.. its expensive but

it Really Works.. had covid twice it was no big deal..

I know this is not practical for everyone.. but if it's with in your budget I urge anyone to try it..

One of the Keys to my state at 74 is to really get after it when you work out.. No gently going through the

motions.. Rock and Roll..! at least 3Xs a week... 1 to 2 hours each ... min...

a couple of All day adventures weekly best.. Mother Nature+Sunlight... will put a smile on your face..!
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jeffrey p lubina Writes jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Oct 19 · edited Oct 20

Listen to me people, I’m not an anarchistic individual, but I do believe in and “understand” constitutional

law as was “originally designed” to protect “legitimate republic democracies;” the right to own firearms,

form peaceful militias (not to kill each-other) and arrest government officials committing heinous Crimes

Against Humanity and Treason.

How long do we wait, pray, store polluted food & water and practice “dunk & cover” hoping for the best,

meanwhile those with bomb shelters plan and push faster for a worldwide mass genocide via their lab-

rate experiments and wars?

Below, a recent short clip-link from David NIxon everyone needs to listen to carefully, then rise up and

begin demanding the arrests of all our local, state and federally-elected criminals:

https://substack.com/@jeffreyplubina/note/c-42176817?utm_source=notes-share-action&r=1qpmjb

Share with everyone!
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STRAWMAN Oct 19

the need for DECENTRALIZATION. Doing this with the power of LAW is most effective: the

constitution allows us to replace the gov't if it usurps it's powers. Since voting was covered

elsewhere, the USC directs us to form independent grand jury at the county level to indict local

traitors and criminals and form constitutional militia to enforce the grand jury's findings. this includes

replacing district attorney with one who will prosecute and sheriff who will enforce constitutional law.

Only local change will cause state change and national change. https://tacticalcivics.com/
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jeffrey p lubina Writes jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Oct 19

Absolutely true. You’re a smart guy, Strawman. But I can’t say it enough: our government has in

the past (prior to 9/11) and is currently usurping it’s powers; enacting illegal policies under the

banner of “national security” in response to FalseFlag events “they” are completely responsible

for, from here to Israel. All of our governments, worldwide, are “bought,” and all of them have

overreached well beyond “Human” Constitutional boundaries on all levels of government—local,

state and federal.

I’ve considered my state of Missouri succeeding from the union, like I think Maine has
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I’ve considered my state of Missouri succeeding from the union, like I think Maine has

suggested in the past week (if the national debt goes over 50 trillion), but may be a worthless

option compared to the better solution of ending the private Federal Reserve and income tax,

then liquidating and executing all of the Central, IMF, World Bankers….and all of their controlling

members and lawyers—all the way up to Rothschild and inbred company.

We can bat about legalisms all bloody day, but the fact still remains that our local mayors & city

council members, sheriffs and district attorneys, state representatives and governors, senators

and President (former and present) are ALL criminals, by LAW, and by LAW we must now enact

our militias due to the fact USC rules no longer apply—which if they did, as you suggested,

would “allow” the people to form an independent grand jury, but only under the conditions we

had stable & legal voting rights.

Currently, there is NO established voting rights available to the disenfranchised, suffering,

manipulated people, not until we arrest all local elected officials via our armed militias. I’ve had

this back and forth with lawyers constantly since 9/11, and I’m sick of the bullshit

procrastinations and excuses to waste more time having argumentative debates leading up to

another FalseFlag event to sidetrack and divert everyone’s attention, again.

Everyone I know is either an active duty “conscientious objector” soldier, peace officer or

veteran, and WE the People (particularly us veterans) are fucking sick and tired of waiting for

snails-pace miracles or Superman to fly in to save us. We MUST save ourselves, and you are

correct again in your second post—‘the psychopathic suffering mob will do this instead, and in a

reckless, destructive way’…IF We Don’t Act Now.

“They” want things to turn volatile so the most delusional, false-pride cops & soldieries can

receive their orders to turn their guns on their own citizens. Remember I said this as we sit

around doing nothing watching these horrific events unfold—like the pray-hard, loser end-of-

times disciples are hoping for; the Biden and Trump supporters of more boarder walls, prisons

and wars.
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STRAWMAN Oct 19

When the truth finally percolates down to the masses of "normies", then the 3.5 million psychopaths

and 10.5 million sociopaths in the USA will kill the perps who killed their family members via the

plandemic. https://rumble.com/v3hs89s-clif-high-w-nino-rodriguez-.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=2
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Margie Chism Oct 19

Again, this reminds me of the Kingdoms in Daniel Chapter 2 ■ the clay and iron mixed, but do not

[c]leave. Thank God this 'junk' can be removed! M

■ The King's Dream

Thou, O king, sawest, and behold a great image. This great image, whose brightness was excellent, stood

before thee; and the form thereof was terrible.

32This image's head was of fine gold, his breast and his arms of silver, his belly and his thighs of brass,

33His legs of iron, his feet part of iron and part of clay.

34Thou sawest till that a stone was cut out without hands, which smote the image upon his feet that were

of iron and clay, and brake them to pieces.

35Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold, broken to pieces together, and became

like the chaff of the summer threshingfloors; and the wind carried them away, that no place was found for

them: and the stone that smote the image became a great mountain, and filled the whole earth.

The Interpretation--Babylon the First Kingdom

36¶This is the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof before the king.

37Thou, O king, art a king of kings: for the God of heaven hath given thee a kingdom, power, and strength,

and glory.

38And wheresoever the children of men dwell, the beasts of the field and the fowls of the heaven hath he

given into thine hand, and hath made thee ruler over them all. Thou art this head of gold.

Medo-Persia and Greece

39And after thee shall arise another kingdom inferior to thee, and another third kingdom of brass, which

shall bear rule over all the earth.

Rome

40And the fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron: forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth all

things: and as iron that breaketh all these, shall it break in pieces and bruise.

41And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potters' clay, and part of iron, the kingdom shall be

divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with

miry clay.

42And as the toes of the feet were part of iron, and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong, and

partly broken.

43And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men:

but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.

The Divine Kingdom

44And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be

destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all

these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever. Daniel 2:31-44, KJV, blueletterbible
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Baldmichael Writes Baldmichael's Letter from Engla… Oct 20

Interesting thought. This is a small thing but you might like this.

https://baldmichael.substack.com/p/daniels-vision-the-iron-legs-why
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TrumpFan Oct 19

I would like to see you address all these comments with your opinions on each. All of us normies out here

are scared and need everyday, affordable actions we can take - if there is such a thing. Thank you for all

your work!
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Kiwi in the Crowd Writes Kiwi’s Substack Oct 20

I think people are trying to figure that out, it's just going to take time. While we anxiously wait, Karl

seemed positive about charcoal:

https://managainstthemicrobes.substack.com/p/activated-charcoal-shows-great-promise
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TrumpFan Oct 20

Thanks for this.
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Renee Marie Oct 19

WOW! Thank you Doctor! Incredible!
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Carol B Oct 20

Dr. Ana and others-

Are you finding anyone with no such blood clots, self assembling structures? realizing the degree of

clotting will vary from person to person?

Can you determine any difference between vaxxed/unvaxxed? I read your finding on 4hz but is there any

other difference you have noted?

If, no, why are we all not dropping dead or in the hospital with massive clots?

And if the answer, in your opinion, is that we all will succumb in time, what determines the time?

What is the trigger?

Or what is protecting us, to some extent?

Do you see this in babies/children?

Could it be your DNA? Nano targeting certain DNA?

Does EDTA have a frequency?

Does Grounding have any impact?

Just throwing out ideas?
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Kiwi in the Crowd Writes Kiwi’s Substack Oct 20

I have similar questions. The only thing bugging me about all these amazing people doing all this

important work - a lack of focus on the differences from person to person and why some are worse

off. It's not as simple as jabbed/not jabbed anymore, but there must be variables we can control that

will reduce exposure this stuff. Unless I missed something, if someone has done this work, I would

really like to read it.
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Mattie Writes Richard’s Newsletter Oct 20

God bless you, Ana. I just ordered the stuff you're selling. I've followed Clifford Carnicom's work for more

than 20 years. I know he's the real deal and I know you are, too.
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coronistan.blogspot.com Oct 20

"Here is the video of the blood, excellent flow, no rouleaux, no hydrogel construction sites"

So what are these 2 bright objects and the very small particles, and the a bit larger yellowish and blueish

objects at ~0:05 in the last video?
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Anonymous Dr Oct 20

Dr. Mihalcea, do you have any information as to how long the IV EDTA/Vit C/ALA/glutathione is effective? I

am hesitant to recommend this to folks somewhat, as I am concerned that, a week or two later (or

however long it lasts), their blood will look the same again, as they continue to be shed on. Thank you SO

much for what you are doing from those of us physicians who cannot! v/r, Dr. Noah Gudel
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Thomas Lewis Writes Useless Liberal Oct 19

.

There Is A Cruelty

In What Is Being Done

To The Vaccinated.

A Cruelty

Of Unnatural Measure.

.
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STRAWMAN Oct 19

When the truth finally percolates down to the masses of "normies", then the 3.5 million psychopaths and

10.5 million sociopaths in the USA will kill the perps who killed their family members via the plandemic.

https://rumble.com/v3hs89s-clif-high-w-nino-rodriguez-.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=2
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Okisuke Writes Okisuke’s Substack Oct 19

And yet I'm still waiting to see a success story of a patient who is suffering from chest pain. Clearing the

blood from the nanotechnology is not enough, but a great first step. What about the accumulated heavy

metals and nanotechnology in the organs such as the brain, liver, spleen etc.?
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Kiwi in the Crowd Writes Kiwi’s Substack Oct 20

An important consideration. The blood just shows what's 'free', the rest would have set up shop in

bones and organs.
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Tony Cooke Oct 19

A question for Dr Ana: did your patient exhibit a drop in oxygen saturation of his blood with these other

symptoms?
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American State National Writes American State National Oct 19

It seems even after blood is cleaned, your images show microbots?
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Veronica Gallegos Oct 19

Thank you for all the work you are doing, Dr. Ana. It is so important and valuable! I too, had blood clots but

they started before the plandemic. I finally figured out that it was an excess of calcium that was causing

them! When I stopped taking calcium, I stopped having blood clots. I have been taking Nattokinase and

Serrapeptase since January of 2023. I last remember having blood clots around March of 2022. I learned

about the connection between blood clots and excessive calcium from a doctor connected to Dr.

Christiane Northrop.
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Chris Oct 19

Wow.
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Chris Oct 19

Wow.
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Clique777 Nov 13

Sorry Ana, but you are more than 2 years late on this one. I've been tracking it for that long, and John

McDonald? recent said their research in the UK suggested that the clots did not form at body temperature

but much lower. However, they have pulled the protein masses out of living human beings.
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Garry Brown Nov 10

Help required please 

🙏

.

Does anyone have any information on the safety of anaesthetics in Australian hospitals with regards to

self-assembly nanotechnology? I watched a video of Dr Ana's showing dental anaesthetics had

nanotechnology in them.

I have surgery pending next month and would appreciate any information. Thanks.
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Suzi Writes Suzi’s Substack Nov 9

" spike protein sequence encodes for hydrogel at pH 7".. What does that mean, please?
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Lee Provost Oct 22

Thanks for your reply. The Bluetooth connection & Patent number for this Nanotechnology is confirmation

to me. What is most important is the knowledge and repentance to God for taking the mark unknowingly.

What can stop a person from repentance is the actual nanotechnology, which I am not sure at all about or

PRIDE. People must be able to make the decision by free will, but I fear they'll not be told. Please spread

the word 

🙏
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Canadian Apple Pie Oct 22

Thank you, Dr. Ana and everyone working towards shedding light

❣🙏
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Jim Reinhart Oct 21

There is no such thing as C19. It is quite clear from the Pentagon before 2019 that it stands for, when the

quantum dot tattoo was created at Rice University and then forwarded to MIT and then spread around the

world through MITRE.ORG. It was part of total information awareness created by DARPA but put on hold?

in the US but the technology has spread around the world. There are many good videos from Keri Mullis

stating that the PCR test cannot identify any virus but must be isolated which in the document. It has

never been isolated but exists only in a computer fabrication of what if and in the end on p.39 it states

specifically that it has not been isolated after 38 pages of BS. Mullis also found out that there is no such

thing as HIV but is injected into those with Hep B and destroyed their immune system with the killer being

AZT or concentration of mustard gas. This was not in any way found to be using the scientific method nor

is much of any medicine with a few exceptions science but reverse engineered garbage which we find out

about Pasteur from the Princeton Press in 1995 and the book can be purchased from Princeton but is

available on line The Private Science of

LOUIS PASTEUR

The PCR "test" actually is as good as the injection as it passes through the nasal mucus membrane.

Anyone tested should consider themselves vaccinated. The document identifying the virus of which never

has existed as this is a PROTEIN CHAIN which = Enzyme or Virus. and the virome is all variations of

protein chains - Read https://www.cshl.edu/the-non-human-living-inside-of-you/ which speaks out of

both sides of their mouths as the enzymes are created and available to see from Necroscopy which fills

up with the needed enzymes to eliminate 80-100 billion dead cells each day and the number of the

"virome" are 70-90 trillion enzymes which dissolve the organic matter leaving the remainder which is

called a spike protein. Through an electron microscope one can see that it is not round, has a few pits but

no corona and THIS IS THE FLU.

The first identifiable document showing the official narrative is "Eyes of Darkness" by Dean Koontz which

states that Yuhan created a virus that is 100% effective and the book was written in 1981. In 1992, theExpand full comment
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Mahalia Oct 21

There is no information in this article about the individual's overall health, whether he had any other

conditions like diabetes, obesity, cardiac or pulmonary issues, whether his diet was clean or junk, sleep

habits, exercise habits, etc. So nothing to lead me to conclude his problems were not exacerbated by

coexisting health issues.
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STRAWMAN Oct 20

I have already heard of instances of summary execution of C19 bureaucrats in some nations if Asia.
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STRAWMAN Oct 20

I enjoyed reading your complete rundown of the problem. On one hand, I too, am prepared to regard us as

the only solution; hence my preoccupation with DIY strategies. On the other hand, I have a hopeful streak

that gives the "white hat" optimists a chance to prove themselves.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdepexMLNO4&list=PLLRHMES2cd2U6gTlQRNO6ffEMNi-

IGPMK&index=1

This is an intro to an entirely different level of the war for earth. The speaker is either completely mad or is

real. She is either following the news and fabricating new causes to the effects she sees, or she is the real

thing; who knows?

After you hear part 1 above, look at this one in which Kim lays out the entire power structure that had

controlled earth for eons. https://www.unitednetwork.tv/videos/unn-special-report-with-kim-6-27-2022
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Doug Powell Writes Doug’s Substack Oct 20

great and yeah seen these thins already. I do the EDTA stuff and other supplements...

I pray for you Dr Ana and Colleges to help destroy this menace.

I know this is the end times though but it's the spirit of Antichrist I think. But it is invading the temple of

God though so????
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Chelle Oct 20

Does anyone have a recommendation in Los Angeles or Orange County or even San Diego County that is

like minded and does EDTA? I have found some provers online but I don't know if they are open to

conversations about the vaxx and it's effects and the EDTA for this purpose.
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Mary Lou Longworth Oct 20

The reason more doctors are not pursuing the study of the vax/unvax blood the way you have is due to

the fact they have taken the shot, have coerced patients to take the shot, and worst of all made sure all

their loved ones have taken the shot. The reality of what has been done is so grievous that pursuing

exploration and discovery must be discouraged.
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Delina H Bishop MD Oct 20

Question for all our “thinkers” diligently working on revealing these crimes against humanity and

searching for the antidote(s).

What do we think might happen to organic lifeforms laden with these nanoelectronics/bots if a highly

powered EMP weapon is deployed in close proximity?
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Tiptriptrap Writes Tiptriptrap’s Newsletter Oct 20

That would be a great thing doesn’t last long and would take out all the 5G antennas. Along with

most power, Better be ready if you want to keep your can of beans.
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Paul Oct 20

John Rambo once said: “To fight war — one must become war…”

This planet is fighting for its very existence, the time is now… wake up the other lions — the sheep will die

or wake up and fight…
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JohnDH Oct 20

Dr. Ana is such a hero. Dr. Ana, your zeal and your work is almost beyond description, of your courage and

your love for people.

We need to replicate the Med Five or the EDTA/VIT-C IV therapy into thousands of sites across the U.S.

and the world. And it needs to be underwritten so it can be had for like 20 dollars. So it is basically

available to anyone and everyone cheaply, and within proximity.

We need a few very wealthy Americans to underwrite this. AND, we need to IGNORE the government

entirely if they throw up roadblocks, which they will claim, is for "safety" and other bullsh*t.

But Dr Ana, I hope I get to shake your hand someday and thank you personally for your ongoing work for

humanity.

I dearly hope you are in Christ as well.
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Christine Mealer Oct 20

I still see the “micro robots” in the clean blood video. Aren’t they just going to create more hydrogel and

nanofibers? We need something to get rid of the micro robots.
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David Benison Oct 20

Ana, can you share with us what plaquex is? Along with the anti-aging peptides that he used? Also what

are the amounts of EDTA chelation along with was it suppositories or IV?
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Joe Writes Joe’s Substack Oct 20

I have a question for DR Ana and trying to figure out-the Plaquex therapy EDTA or Vitamin C-are these

simply work to prevent clots or do they also desolves clots? MEDFIVE is a supplement for EDTA but the

cream issint better for absorbtion ?
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Bagua Bro Writes Real’s Substack Oct 20

So shedding and spreading are the same thing it’s interpersonal electromagnetic field interaction. 5G

uses people’s biofields as nodes, so they can spread whatever they want whenever they want to

whomever they want. The Marburg apps went out in april. The only way all the lying makes sense is if you

accept they have had electromagnetic remote control of humans for a long time.
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Martin - Vetenskapliga partiet Writes The Rainbow Coalition Newsletter Oct 20

To see more details on the small particles moving around, I guess you need an electron microscope. I am

guessing it could be nanobots or some kind of parasites or self propelling particles.

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.1500379
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Nod Oct 20

The 5G, and the nano technology will work together in the internet of persons. Imagine the wet dreams

these sociopaths have thinking about totally controlling the people via injectable transmitters.

There is graphene oxide in the c19 shot. Graphene oxide , as a side effect, causes excessive inflammation,

and blood clots when combined with the blood. Research proves that.
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Nod Oct 20

Well, I note she sid C19 unvaxxed. While other injectables have shown contamination with big pharma

crap, including random DNA and others. How many drugs have been tampered with, HPV vaccine, insulin

?
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anna burns Oct 19

I remember when he girl friend posted about his death. She was completely distraught. You never know

now a days what is true and what is not. I find I have to take it ALL with skepticism.
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Elizabeth M Oct 19

In unsuccessfully searching for EDTA chelation in Scotland, I came across a product called Cardio Renew

EDTA, a U.S. product that is sold on in the UK and Europe. A liquid EDTA to be taken daily. Any thoughts on

it's legitimacy and efficacy?
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BraveFreedom Writes BraveFreedom’s Newsletter Oct 19
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NolaD not sure how you are fitting 5G with the nanotechnology introduced by Covid-19 shots and then

shed to others like this patient whom I know personally. How would 5G technology proliferate blood

clotting through nanotechnology? The potential health effects of 5G technology have been raised,

particularly regarding exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF-EMF).Numerous studies

have been conducted to investigate the potential health effects of RF-EMF, including those from 5G

technology. The majority of these studies have not found clear evidence of adverse health effects within

established safety guidelines. Please disclose the risk and the source of the research, please.

Why would vitamin C and EDTA, a chelating agent affect 5G technology? We are talking about

radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF-EMF).

This author an MD PhD is both a scientist and a clinician, who is extremely astute and investigative has

discerned for you the pathology in this patient who is also doctor. The nanotechnology that was deployed

in this bioweapon is able to adversely affect people who were not vaccinated by it being shed from the

vaccinated to the unvaccinated. I am also concerned that the virus itself may contain this same

technology and I will be contacting my friend and this clinician.

BF
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Anita Söderman Writes Anita’s Substack Oct 19

Ana, the bravest among fighters! Of course mainstream refuses to listen - you are shaking the whole

existence and first and foremost the plans of the evil globalists to depopulate. Your findings and those of

Mr Nixon and the others are revolutionary and touching everything, so of course main stream will not

listen. But before the end we will make them, won´t we!
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Haden Oct 19

Whilst I've given you a like and agree with most of your work I will have to disagree with your views on

Hydrogel. Ive heard from a few scientists that say the Hydrogel is simply a solvent type putty that's main

purpose is to help the body evade the toxins. Let's face it, if you plan to wipe out billions of people through

injections you're going to need a substance that can help the body evade the toxins for as long as

possible, an incubating time release if you will. If you check out Dr Robert O Young's video evidence he

will show the cells naturally spiking due to massive chronic inflammation and these spikes create this

rubbery substance that Mike Adams analyses. If Hydrogel isn't the Incubator then please tell us what is? I

personally know a few people that have had four jabs and they're absolutely fine, not even one side

effect? And before you say Placebo's, they were only used during the rubbish trials, why use Placebo's

when you have an incubator such as Hydrogel. And even if placebos were used which I don't believe how

could someone receive four Placebo's or even three? If one Placebo was used then let's say that person

wakes up and doesn't return four their second jab? - this means the Cabal has failed to kill that person.

You need an incubator to pull this off. I suspect that different batches/lots use different Hydrogels with

different incubating time releases. See documentary Payload 1 & 2 total 1 hour 6 minutes.
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Ariane Oct 19

We need a solution for our children! I have a daughter 3 years old...please please ana, talk about chidren

too, they are our future.
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C L Oct 19

Dr. Ana, please view these short videos showing red blood cells when in contact with CLO2.

https://www.brighteon.com/50f80d89-aaca-4d7f-90bd-ad99949e72d7
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Rabbitgurl formerly SL Oct 19

Dr Mihalcea, thank you for this post. Much appreciated info / case study.
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deleted Oct 19

Comment deleted

Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Oct 19

As in bad circulation? Are they cold?
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